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EMPLACEMENT AND EVOLUTION OF SALT SILLS 
IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO 

Laterally extensive, s.~b-horizontal salt sheetsare now 
widely recognized beneaih the continental slope of the 
northern Gu l l  of Mexico. Beczuse they overlie signilican. 

sections of  Tertiary] clastics which elsewhere in  the region 
produce oil and gas, these sheets are of great interest to the 
petro!eum industry. 

Study ol a number of salt bodies in  the eastern part of 
the Louismna slope has led to the conclusion that they are 
sills. The sills formed as salt from the topsof  near-surface 
diapirs intruded through the shallow, low density slope 
sedtments at depths of less than I000 feet below the sea- 
floor. Evidence supporting thisconclusion isshown in  figure 
1. In this figure, A sertes of  reflection terminationsisev~dent 
t o  the left o f  the edge of the salt sill (lower arrow). The 

I F igure  I 

reflection terminations represent depositional onlap onto 
what was once a bathymetric high. Intrusion of the sill 
uplifted the overlying sediments and created the bath?. 
metric high. A n  estimate of  the depth helow the sea-flonr at 
which intrusion occurred can be obta~ned by tracing the 
onlap surface (upper arrow) onto the top of the sill and 
measuring the thickness of sediments between the onlap 
surfaceand the too of  the salt. Similar measurements made 
at 53 different sill edges showed that, i n  all cases, intrusion 
occurred at burial dvpths of less than 1000feet with a mean 
emplacement depth o f  390 feet below mucl.line. 

Stmcrural and deposittonal patterns within the sedi- 
ments above and around the sills, combined with limited 
well control. indicate that the sills preferentially intrude into 
nearly pure muds and spread initially as thin sheets which 
reach their maxtmum extent rapidly. 

A proposed sequence for sill formation is shown in 
figure 2. This sequence begins when the density directly 
over the source salt exceeds ihe salt density and a diapir 
begins to form. Assuming the average slope sediment 
densities, this shoirld occur at about 4900 feet below mud- 
line. Given an adequatesupply of salt, the diapir reaches the 
surface only when the average density of the sediments 
above the source sali equals or exceeds the density of the 
salt. On average this requires about 12,000 feet of sediment 
overburden. 

A t  this point, observation suggests that a sill will b e  
initiated only if the near-surface sediments around the 
diapir are nearly pure mud. Sediment strength most likely 



plays a significant role in controlling sill initiation. Once 
started. the sill spreads rapidly to its maximum extent, 
prohably as a thin sheet on the order of a few hundred feet 
thick. 

1. DIAPIRISM - 4. THICKENING 

6. DESTABILIZATION 
2. b 3. 

INITIATION AND SPREADING 

Figure 2 

Further salt addition increases the lhickness of the sill. 
but rarely ilppears to change the extent of the sill. 
Thickening continues until either the source of deep sall i s  
depleted or a n ~ w  density inversion isestablishedahove the 
sill. 

In either c.ase, whensillingstops. remobilization begins. 
If the salt sourre is dcpleted and no density inversion has 
beenestahlished, irregularities on the top of the sill tend to 
dampen r m t  0 1  iwcortw inverted. If a density inversion has 
heen established, irregularities on the sill hecome focal 
points for the qrowth 01 new diapirs and the cycle begins 
ayiiin. 


